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cover story

22. When disaster strikes, be prepared
Strategies to prepare your operation for weather emergencies. If you don’t have a plan, your operations, customers and employees may be vulnerable in more ways than you think.
BY: ROBERT E. REAVES

32. Business 101: savvy startup strategies
Whether you’re reinventing your business or adding on, getting the money you need isn’t easy. You have to be resourceful, smart and persistent.
BY GEORGE WITTERSCHEN

design/build center

36. A rose is a rose, or is it?
Just because plant names are similar doesn’t mean they can be substitutes for each other. Sometimes, you have to find the right alternative.
BY DANIEL WEISS

grounds management center

40. City of Chicago

42. Partnering builds Las Vegas projects
Need to fund landscape projects? This UNLV grounds manager found his funding through creative partnerships on and off-campus.
BY DON DALE
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7. **On the Record**
Is your body Y2K compliant?

8. **Events**
Who, what and when

13. **Green Side Up**
Act now for labor for 2000

14. **My Way**
'I work trade shows to the max,' says Larry Iorii, this month's guest columnist. You'll be surprised how much you can accomplish in just a few days.

16. **Hot Topics**
Weed Man's U.S. move, Husqvarna & Yazoo/Kees, Dursban alert

53. **Ask the Expert**
Easing drought stress and managing juniper scale

54. **New Products**

57. **Supplier News**

57. **Info Center**

62. **Grab bag**